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Pigmented Topcoats
Pre-Catalyzed
Pre-catalyzed pigmented finishes from Becker Acroma are formulated to provide an extremely du-
rable surface, with a built-in hardener that activates on application. Fast drying, these one-compo-
nent pigmented systems have excellent application characteristics and a long pot life for enhanced 
process efficiency. Becker Acroma Pre-Catalyzed Pigmented Topcoats are an excellent choice for 
finishing most interior wood and MDF surfaces. 

The Becker Acroma brand has long been synonimous with high quality technologies for industrial wood 
finishing. Uniquely European, we support finishers with innovative products, a commitment to providing 
sustainable systems, and global product availability. 

Innovative. Finish-Focused. It’s In Our Nature!

Becker Acroma products are available throughout North America and the world. For more information on  
Becker Acroma products and our global infrastructure, please contact us at 1-855-782-5251,  

woodfinishing@beckeracroma. com or visit www.beckeracroma.com.

Ultra Hide™ Pre-Catalyzed Pigmented  
Lacquer 30 Topcoat – NG5030
A high solids finish with superior build characteristics, 
Ultra Hide Pre-Catalyzed Pigmented Lacquer 30 is a 
very good one-component nitrocellulose lacquer with 
exceptional hiding.  Developed with excellent filling 
properties, easy application, and fast dry times, Ultra 
Hide 30 can provide enhanced process efficiencies for 
finishers. Ultra Hide 30 is tintable with ChromaChem® 
844 colorants, and is suitable for use most interior 
wood and MDF surfaces.

•	 Excellent Build Characteristics
•	 Exceptional Hiding 
•	 Dries Fast
•	 Excellent Filling Properties

White Pre-Catalyzed Lacquer Topcoat – 
NG5020
A quality high build nitrocellulose lacquer available in 
semi-gloss and satin sheens. Easy to apply, with fast dry 
times, and excellent build properties This topcoat can be 
tinted with ChromaChem® 844 colorants, and is suitable 
for most interior wood and MDF surfaces.

•	 Easy to Apply
•	 Fast Drying
•	 Exceptional Build Properties
•	 Can be Tinted
•	 Very low HAPs


